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ALL ABOUT

PITTSBURGH

Pittsburgh is a city in western Pennsylvania at
the junction of 3 rivers. Its Gilded Age sites,
including the Carnegie Museum of Natural
History, the Carnegie Museum of Art and the
Phipps Conservatory and Botanical Gardens,
speak to its history as an early-20th-century
industrial capital.
Pittsburgh is a remarkable city full of iconic
things to do, unforgettable food, and a pretty
incredible array of hotels and venues to choose
from. Find out about Pittsburgh's path to
becoming a hub for major industries and its
environmental renaissance to become a top-10
city for certified green building space.
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CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Known by nicknames like Blitzburgh and Steel City, Pittsburgh is on the
verge of greater heights. Emerging from a dying steel industry, Pittsburgh
is earning another name: reinvention city. Since the steel mills closed in
the 1980s, Pittsburgh feels cleaner and full of energy. Pittsburgh
encompasses almost 2,000 acres of land in just its city parks, and offers
county parks, state parks and riverfront parks to its residents.
Pittsburghers are known for their devotion to their professional sports
teams: the NFL Steelers, NHL Penguins and MLB Pirates. Heinz Field, PPG
Paints Arena and PNC Park can seat thousands of fans during home
games, and every Pittsburgher is affected by heavy traffic when a game is
in progress.The city also hosts a number of cultural festivals each year,
including the Three Rivers Arts Festival, the EQT Pittsburgh Three Rivers
Regatta and the St. Patrick's Day Parade.
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VIEWS
WITH VALUE

Due to the fact that Pittsburgh's setting straddles multiple river
valleys, the hills surrounding the city enable you to get some
excellent city views. This city is known to be the "greenest city in
America" due to its topography and city planners. The hills provide
us with many green areas where it just doesn’t make sense to
develop, so from every angle you see the green spaces mixed in
with the houses and other structures that make up the city.

THINGS
TO DO
01

WEST END OVERLOOK
Elliott’s Bluff commands a wide view
where the Allegheny and
Monongahela Rivers meet to form the
Ohio River. Known locally as The Point,
the raised look out point lies at the
edge of Pittsburgh’s downtown area.
Before the city became an urban
manufacturing hub, local Shawnee and
other Native American tribes would
survey their settlements from the top of
the peak. Locals have long reported
finding arrowheads on the site.
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PHIPPS
CONSERVATORY &
BOTANICAL
GARDENS
A green oasis in the middle of
Pittsburgh's vibrant Oakland
neighborhood, Phipps has provided a
world-class garden experience to its
visitors since 1893. Free admission!
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TRUNDLE MANOR:
HOUSE OF
ODDITIES
Trundle Manor is a macabre art
museum and oddity tourist trap in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. It was
founded by artist couple and Anton and
Rachel Miriello and houses their
personal collection of cryptozoology,
vintage taxidermy, and jarred
specimens.
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ROSS PARK MALL
Ross Park Mall is a shopping mall located
in Ross Township, Pennsylvania, north of
Pittsburgh. The mall houses 160 retailers
including anchor stores JCPenney,
Macy's, and Nordstrom. An outdoor
lifestyle component complements the
enclosed center.
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STRIP DISTRICT
Located on a narrow strip of land in a
flood plain, scenic neighborhood
features historic points of interest such
as Senator John Heinz Regional History
Center and Pennsylvania Railroad Fruit
Auction Building.
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CARNEGIE MUSEUM
OF NATURAL
HISTORY
Carnegie Museum of Natural History
collects and cares for specimens and
artifacts that document the history of
life and human cultures. Today its
dinosaur collection includes the world's
largest collection of Jurassic dinosaurs
and its Dinosaurs of its time.
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PITTSBURGH ZOO &
PPG AQUARIUM
The Pittsburgh Zoo is one of only six
major zoo and aquarium combinations in
the United States. Located in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania's Highland Park, the zoo sits
on 77 acres of park land where it exhibits
more than 4,000 animals representing
475 species, including 20 threatened or
endangered species.
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DUQUESNE INCLINE
Scale Mount Washington in one of two
original 1877 cable cars for a fun and
unique ride and a breathtaking view of
the Pittsburgh skyline when you reach
the top of the 400-foot incline

FRICK PARK
Today, Frick Park stretches from its
northern borders in Point Breeze down to
the Monongahela River. Known as
Pittsburgh’s woodland park for its
extensive trails throughout steep valleys
and wooded slopes, Frick Park is an ideal
escape from the noise of the city. Birding
enthusiasts love to visit Clayton Hill,
where well over 100 species of birds have
been recorded.

PITTSBURGH
MIGHTY.
BEAUTIFUL.

LODGING &
HOTELS
Hotels.com
This is a great option to look for local hotels in Pittsburgh, PA.

Expedia.com
This is another alternative to look at what hotels are available to you during your stay in
Pittsburgh, PA.

A irbnb.com
If you don’t like staying at hotels, check out Airbnb for an alternative stay in a rental
house, condo, apartment, etc.

AIRLINES &
RENTAL CARS
To find flights to Pittsburgh, follow this link.
The top rental car sites for Pittsburgh are as follows and linkedHertz, Enterprise, and Alamo Rent A Car are located at the Pittsburgh International
Airport
Expedia.com
Kayak.com
Budget.com

RESTAURANTS
& TRANSIT
Click the links below to find a

TRANSIT -

good place to eat in

Port Authority of Allegheny County Transit

Pittsburgh, PA.

Map of Transits located in Pittsburgh, PA.
Uber

Tripadvisor.com
Yelp.com
VisitPittsburgh.com

Lyft

MAPS

